NOTE: This map corresponds to the division of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regional Offices by radioactive materials licensing and inspection responsibility. As a result of the October 2003 restructuring of regional roles and responsibilities, fuel cycle inspection functions from all the Regions were consolidated at the Region II office in Atlanta, GA, and all radioactive materials licensing and inspection functions in Region II were transferred to Region I. However, Region II retains its reactor responsibilities.
NRC POINTS OF CONTACT BY REGION

RSAO Contacts
Monica Ford, 610-337-5214, monica.ford@nrc.gov – RGN I
John Miller, 610-337-5089, john.miller@nrc.gov – RGN I
Darren Piccirillo, 630-829-9661, darren.piccirillo@nrc.gov – RGN III
Randy Erickson, 817-200-1143, randy.erickson@nrc.gov – RGN IV
Binesh Tharakan, 817-200-1116, binesh.tharakan@nrc.gov – RGN IV

RSLO Contacts
Jonathan Greives, 610-337-5120, jonathan.greives@nrc.gov – RGN I
Doug Tifft, 610-337-6918, doug.tifft@nrc.gov – RGN I
John Pelchat, 404-997-4427, john.pelchat@nrc.gov – RGN II
Edwin Lea, 404-997-4567, edwin.lea@nrc.gov – RGN II
Allan Barker, 630-829-9660, allan.barker@nrc.gov – RGN III
Harral Logaras, 630-829-9659, harral.logaras@nrc.gov – RGN III
William Maier, 817-200-1267, bill.maier@nrc.gov – RGN IV